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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

In 2017, Clearwater County contracted Banister Research & Consulting Inc. (Banister Research) to conduct
a survey amongst businesses operating within Clearwater County. Surveys were completed via telephone
with businesses located in Clearwater County between October 9th and October 29th, 2017. A total of 170
businesses completed the survey, providing a margin of error no greater than +4.9% at the 95%
confidence level, or 19 times out of 201. The following is a summary of the key findings from the 2017
Clearwater County Business Broadband Demand Study.
Types of Subscribed Services
Most commonly, respondents subscribed to internet services (95%) and traditional (hardline) business
phone services (82%) Only 35% of respondents subscribed to TV (cable or satellite), and 18% subscribed
to business phone (landline) via the internet (VoIP) services.
TV (Cable or Satellite) Services
•

Businesses that subscribed to TV (cable or satellite) (n=59) most commonly indicated that Shaw
was their service provider (51%), followed by Bell (36%) and Telus (9%).
o

Nearly half (48%) of TV (cable or satellite) subscribers (n=59) reported that their current
TV service agreement is no contract;

o

For TV (cable or satellite) service subscribers (n=59) the average cost of TV services was
$158.70/month;

o

Over one-third (39%) of businesses who subscribe to TV services (n=59) reported that
they have invested in additional infrastructure for their TV service;

o

On average, businesses who invested in additional infrastructure for their TV service
(n=23) spent $345.60 on additional infrastructure; and

o

Fifty-nine percent (59%) of TV service subscribers (n=59) were satisfied (ratings of 4 or 5
out of 5) with their TV service provider.

Business Phone (Landline) Via the Internet (VoIP) Services
•

Businesses that subscribed to business phone via the internet (Voice over Internet Protocol, or
VoIP) (n=56) most commonly indicated that Telus was their service provider (43%), followed by
Shaw (27%).
o

Respondents who subscribed to VoIP business phone services (n=30) most often (40%)
specified that their service did not have a contract;

o

For VoIP business phone service subscribers (n=30) the average cost of this service was
$431.20/month;
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o

When asked if they had invested in additional infrastructure for their VoIP business phone
service, nearly half (43%) of businesses that subscribe to the service (n=30) reported that
they have invested in additional infrastructure;

o

For businesses who invested in additional infrastructure for their VoIP business phone
services (n=13)2, the average cost of additional infrastructure was $2,000.00; and

o

Nearly two-thirds (60%) of VoIP business phone service subscribers (n=30) were satisfied
(ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5) with their service provider.

Traditional Business Phone (Hardline) Services
•

The majority of traditional business phone (hardline) service subscribers reported that their
service is provided by Telus (85%).
o

Nearly three-quarters (71%) of traditional business phone subscribers (n=139) did not
have a contract with their service provider;

o

On average, traditional business phone subscribers (n=139) paid $178.00/month for their
business phone service;

o

Only 12% of traditional business phone subscribers (n=139) have invested in additional
infrastructure for their traditional business phone service;

o

Traditional business phone service subscribers who invested in additional infrastructure
(n=16)3 spent an average of $945.50 on additional infrastructure; and

o

Nearly three-quarters (71%) of businesses who subscribe to traditional business phone
services (n=139) were satisfied (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5).

Internet Services
Current Subscription
•

•

One-third (33%) of respondents reported that Telus Smarthub/Aircards was their internet service
provider, followed by 18% who were Shaw, and 14% who were with Xplornet.
o

Over half (52%) of internet subscribers (n=162) were not on contract for their internet
service;

o

the average cost of internet service for subscribers (n=162) was $157.20/month;

o

Over half (59%) of respondents who have an internet subscription (n=162) have invested
in additional infrastructure for their internet service; and

o

Respondents who have invested in additional infrastructure for their internet service
(n=96) spent an average of $3,452.00 on additional infrastructure.

When asked about cellular network internet usage, internet subscribers (n=162) reported that
they use the cellular network to access the internet when:
o
o

2
3

Travelling in the County (78%); and
At their business (62%).

Use caution interpreting results when n<30.
Use caution interpreting results when n<30
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•

When internet subscribers (n=162) were asked about their current internet speed level, 18% of
respondents had 3 to 5 Mbps, followed by 17% that had 16 Mbps or greater. It is important to
note that 54% of respondents were unable to identify their current internet speed.

•

Over one-third (38%) of internet subscribers (n=162) were satisfied with their current internet
speeds.

•

Half (50%) of internet subscribers (n=162) were satisfied with their current internet service
provider (ISP).

Current Subscription
•

Over three-quarters of internet subscribers (n=162) were aware of all five (5) of the following
internet service providers (ISPs):
o
o
o
o
o

•

Nearly half (44%) of internet subscribers (n=162) have tried another ISP.
o

•

Xplornet (95% were aware);
Bell (91%);
Telus Smarthub/Aircards (88%);
Harewaves (82%); and
CCI Wireless (79%).

Internet subscribers who have tried a different ISP (n=72) most commonly tried the
following ISPs: Telus Smarthub/Aircards (47%), Xplornet (35%), Harewaves (29%) and CCI
Wireless (26%).

In the past five (5) years, 29% of internet subscribers (n=162) have switched their ISP.
o

Businesses that have changed ISPs in the past five years (n=47) most often changed due
to slow and/or poor internet speeds (23%), followed by internet services being too costly
(21%).

•

Over half (59%) of businesses were likely to subscribe to or switch to an internet service with
higher internet speeds for an additional cost of $10/month.

•

Fifty-three percent (53%) of businesses were likely to subscribe to or switch to an internet service
with higher internet speeds for an additional cost of $20/month.

•

Nearly half (48%) of businesses were likely to subscribe to or switch to an internet service with
higher speeds for an additional cost of $30/month.

•

The optimum price (monthly cost) point for the cost for higher internet speeds was determined
to be approximately an additional $27.89/month.

•

Fifty-two percent (52%) of businesses were likely to subscribe to or switch to a service provider
to achieve faster internet speeds, overall.
o

•

Respondents who were unlikely (ratings of 1 to 3 out of 5) to subscribe to internet services
with faster internet speeds (n=74) most commonly indicated that they are satisfied with
their current internet service provider (51%).

Respondents who reported that there would be benefits to the County pursuing an enhanced
broadband network (n=134) most often cited that access to faster and/or better internet, TV, or
phone services (40%) would be beneficial.
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•

Respondents who thought there would be potential drawbacks and/or risks (n=88) most often
cited that cost and/or tax increases was a concern (66%).

•

Over three-quarters of businesses agreed (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5) with each of the following
statements regarding a potential enhanced broadband service in the County:
o
o
o
o

•

There is a need in the County for improved internet services (80%);
Better mobility services will improve the quality of life in the County (77%);
Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential
residents (77%); and
Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential
businesses (76%).

When asked to rate their support regarding the County pursing an enhanced broadband
infrastructure, at least two-thirds of businesses supported the following:
o
o
o
o
o

Partnering with existing private companies to pursue an enhanced broadband
infrastructure (P3 model) (78%);
Investing money into internet or mobility infrastructure to support service enhancements
(77%);
Providing tax incentives for private industry, to encourage further development of
broadband infrastructure (72%);
Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance cellular/mobility services
(67%); and
Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance internet services (66%).

•

Those who supported the County investing in capital infrastructure for internet or mobility service
enhancements (n=131) most commonly supported it because it is a need and/or essential service
(in general) (23%).

•

Those who opposed the County investing in capital infrastructure for internet or mobility service
enhancements (n=35) most commonly opposed it were cost and/or tax increase related concerns
(31%).
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

In 2017, Clearwater County (“The County”; “The Client”) contracted Banister Research to conduct
Resident and Business Broadband Demand Surveys. The primary purpose of this research was to provide
Clearwater County Council insight into the perceptions and opinions of residents and businesses regarding
the current state of the broadband network in the County, and where improvements should be made. To
complete this research, Banister Research conducted the following:
•

General Population Telephone Survey (n=380). A random and representative sample of 380
Clearwater County residents completed the survey.
o

The results represent a margin of error no greater than +4.9%4 at the 95% confidence
level, or 19 times out of 20.

o

Reporting of the general population telephone survey is provided under a separate
cover.

•

Resident Hard Copy Survey (n=42). Hard Copy surveys were made available at Clearwater County
offices, providing residents who were not selected for the telephone survey the opportunity to
provide input. Hard copy surveys were also advertised on official County channels (e.g., County
website).

•

Business Telephone Survey (n=170). A random and representative sample of 170 businesses in
Clearwater County completed the survey.
o

The results represent a margin of error no greater than +4.9%5 at the 95% confidence
level, or 19 times out of 20.

This report outlines the results for the 2017 Broadband Demand Business survey.

4
5

Based on an estimate of 4,699 dwellings
Based on a sample of approximately 300 businesses
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METHODOLOGY

All components of the project were designed and executed in close consultation with Clearwater County.
A detailed description of each task of the project is outlined in the remainder of this section.

3.1

Project Initiation & Questionnaire Design

At the outset of the project, all background information relevant to the study was identified and
subsequently reviewed by Banister Research. The consulting team familiarized itself with the objectives
of the project, ensuring a full understanding of the issues and concerns to be addressed in the project.
The result of this task was an agreement on the research methodology, a detailed work plan and project
initiation.
Banister Research worked closely with the County in designing the survey instrument. All draft versions
were submitted to the County for review and approval. A copy of the final questionnaire is provided in
Appendix A.
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Survey Population and Data Collection

Telephone interviews were conducted from October 9th to October 29th, 2017 at the Banister Research
Call Centre. A total of 170 interviews were completed with adult residents of Clearwater County, providing
a margin of error no greater than +4.9% at the 95% confidence level, or 19 times out of 20.6
To maximize the sample, up to three (3) call back attempts were made to each listing, prior to excluding
it from the final sample. Busy numbers were scheduled for a call back every fifteen (15) minutes. Where
there was an answering machine, fax, or no answer, the call back was scheduled for a different time period
on the following day. The first attempts to reach each listing were made during the evening or on
weekends. Subsequent attempts were made at a different time on the following day.
The following table presents the results of the final call attempts. Using the call summary standard
established by the Market Research and Intelligence Association, there was a 32% response rate and a
48% refusal rate. It is important to note that the calculation used for both response and refusal rates is a
conservative estimate and does not necessarily measure respondent interest in the subject area.
Summary of Final Call Attempts
Call Classification:

Number of Calls:

Completed Interviews

170

No Answer/Answering Machine

186

Respondents Unavailable/Appointment set

121

Refusals

250

Fax/Modem/Business/Not-In-Service/Wrong Number

329

Language Barrier/Communication Problem

3

Disqualified

96

Total

1,155

At the outset of the fieldwork, all interviewers and supervisors were given a thorough step-by-step
briefing to ensure the successful completion of telephone interviews. To ensure quality, at least 20% of
each interviewer’s work was monitored by a supervisor on an on-going basis.
The questionnaire was programmed into Banister Research’s Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing
(CATI) system. Using this system, data collection and data entry were simultaneous, as data was entered
into a computer file while the interview was being conducted. Furthermore, the CATI system allowed
interviewers to directly enter verbatim responses to open-ended questions.

6
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Data Analysis

While data was being collected, Banister Research provided either a written or verbal progress report to
the Client. After the questionnaires were completed and verified, all survey data was compiled into a
computerized database for analysis. Data analysis performed by Banister Research included crosstabulation, whereby the frequency and percentage distribution of the results for each question were
broken down based on respondent characteristics and responses. Statistical analysis included a Z-test to
determine if there were significant differences in responses between respondent subgroups. Results are
reported as statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
A list of responses to each open-ended question were generated by Banister Research. The lead
consultant reviewed the list of different responses to the open-ended or verbatim question and then a
code list was established. To ensure consistency of interpretation, the same team of coders was assigned
to this project from start to finish. The coding supervisor verified at least 10% of each coder’s work. Once
the questionnaires were fully coded, computer programs were written to check the data for quality and
consistency. All survey data was compiled into a computerized database for analysis. Utilizing SPSS
analysis software, the survey data was reviewed to guarantee quality and consistency (e.g., proper range
values and skip patterns). The reader should note that any discrepancies between charts or tables are due
to the rounding of the numbers.
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STUDY FINDINGS

Results of the survey are presented as they relate to the specific topic areas addressed by the survey. The
reader should also note, when reading the report that the term significant refers to “statistical
significance.” Only those respondent subgroups which reveal statistically significant differences at the
95% confidence level (19 times out of 20) have been included. Respondent subgroups that are statistically
similar have been omitted from the presentation of findings.

4.1

Business Profile

To begin the survey, businesses were asked to identify the location of their primary business, using
Highway’s 11 and 22 as landmarks. Nearly one-third of businesses were located southwest in Clearwater
County, while 29% were Northwest and 24% were Northeast. Only 14% of businesses were located in the
Southeast quadrant of the County. See Figure 1, below.
Figure 1

Business Location

Southwest

33%

Southeast

14%

Northwest

29%

Northeast

24%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

n=170
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Next, businesses were asked to specify the number of locations owned or operated within Clearwater
County. The vast majority (86%) of businesses operated only one (1) location. See Figure 2, below.
Figure 2

Number of Locations

One

86%

Two

8%

Three

1%

Four

1%

Five

1%

Six to 10

2%

More than
10

1%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

n=170
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As shown in Figure 3, below, over half (52%) of respondents who completed the survey on behalf of the
business was the business owner, followed by 30% who were the primary manager of the business.
Figure 3

Primary Role
Business Owner

52%

Primary Manager

30%

CEO/President/VP

8%

Office Administrator

5%

Employee/Frontline Staff

3%

Human Resources

1%

Sales

1%

Finance and/or accounting

1%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

n=170
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The majority of businesses have been operating for 10 years or less (25%), followed by 18% that have
been operating for 11 to 19 years and 17% that have been operating for 30 to 39 years. See Figure 4,
below.
Figure 4

Years of Operation
10 years or less

25%

11 to 19 years

18%

20 to 29 years

16%

30 to 39 years

17%

40 to 49 years

6%

More than 50 years

12%

Don't Know/Not Stated

2%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

n=170
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Nearly two-thirds (66%) of businesses employed 1 to 9 employees, followed by 27% that employed 10 to
39 employees. See Figure 5, below.
Figure 5

Number of Employees

1 to 9 employees

66%

10 to 39 employees

27%

40 to 69 employees

4%

70 to 99 employees

1%

100 to 250 employees

2%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

n=170
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When asked what type of business they own or operate, 59% of businesses were headquarters and/or
owner-operated, followed by 54% that were home based or small businesses. Eighteen percent (18%) of
businesses were branch offices (head office elsewhere), 11% were franchises, and only 6% were farm
based. See Figure 6, below.
Figure 6

Type of Business
Headquarters/Owneroperated

59%

Home based or small
business

54%

Branch Office

18%

Franchise

11%

Farm based

6%

None of the above/Not
Stated

9%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

n=170
Table 1

Is this business a…?
Percent of Respondents
(n=170)
Don’t
Yes
No
Know/Not
Stated
Headquarters/owner-operated

59

41

-

Home based or small business

54

45

2

Branch office (head office elsewhere)

18

82

-

Franchise

11

88

1

Farm based

6

94

1
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When asked to specify their industry or sector of operation, nearly one-quarter (21%) of businesses
operated within the mining and oil and gas extraction industry, followed by 11% that operated within the
accommodation and food services industry. See Table 2, below.
Table 2

Industry or Sector of Operation
Percent of Respondents
(n=170)
Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
Accommodation and Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Retail Trade
Health Care and Social Assistance
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Hunting
Transportation and Warehousing
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Education Services
Finance and Insurance
Public Administration
Autobody Repair
Tourism
Administration and Support, Waste Mangement and Remediation Services
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Manufacturing
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Non-profit organization
Church/Religious Organization

21
11
10
9
9
7
7
6
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Types of Subscribed Services

Next, businesses were asked to identify which telecommunications services they subscribed to. Most
commonly, respondents subscribed to internet services (95%) and traditional business phone (hardline)
services (82%). Only 35% of respondents subscribed to TV (cable or satellite), and 18% subscribed to
business phone (landline) via the internet (VoIP). See Figure 7, below.
Figure 7

Do you subscribe to the following services?
100%

95%
82%

80%
60%
35%

40%

18%

20%
0%
Internet

Traditional Business TV (cable or satellite)
Phone (hardline)

Business Phone
(landline) via the
Internet (VoIP)

n=170

Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses that were a Branch Office (29%) were significantly more likely to subscribe to home phone
(landline) via the internet (VoIP) than home based/small businesses (12%).
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TV (Cable or Satellite) Services

Businesses that subscribed to TV (cable or satellite) (n=59) most commonly indicated that Shaw was their
service provider (51%), followed by Bell (36%) and Telus (9%). See Figure 8, below.
Figure 8

TV Service Provider

Shaw

51%

Bell

36%

Telus

9%

Don't Know/Not Stated

5%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: Businesses that subscribed to TV (cable or satellite)
n=59
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Nearly half (48%) of businesses that subscribe to TV (n=59) reported that their current TV service
agreement is not on contract. See Figure 9, below.
Figure 9

TV Service Contract Length
No contract

48%

Annual (i.e., renew on a
yearly basis)

12%

2-year term

17%

3-year term

5%

Don't Know/Not Stated

19%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: Businesses that subscribe to TV (cable or satellite)
n=59
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For TV (cable or satellite) services, businesses (n=59) most commonly paid $70 to $79 (10%) or $100 to
$109 per month. The average cost of TV services was $158.70/month. See Figure 10, below.
Figure 10

Monthly Cost of TV Services

$150 or greater

20%

$100 to $149

19%

2017 Mean = $158.70/month
$50 to $99

Less than $50

Don't know/Not stated

31%

3%

14%

0%
20%
Base: Businesses that subscribe to TV Services
n=59

40%

60%

80%

100%
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Over one-third (39%) of businesses that subscribe to TV services (n=59) reported that they have invested
in additional infrastructure for their TV service. See Figure 11, below.
Figure 11

Have you invested in additional infrastructure for your TV service?
100%
80%
58%

60%
40%

39%

20%
3%
0%
Yes

No

Don't Know/Not Stated

Base: Businesses that subscribe to TV services
n=59
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Businesses that invested in additional infrastructure for their TV service (n=23) most often spent $500 to
$999 (n=6). See Figure 12, below.
Figure 12

Cost of Additional Infrastructure for TV Services
n=6

Greater than $500
n=2

$400 to $499
$300 to $399

n=3

$200 to $299

n=3

2017 Mean = $345.60

n=2

$100 to $199
n=1

Less than $100

n=6

Don't Know/Not Stated
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Base: Businesses that have invested in additional infrastructure for their TV service
n=23
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Businesses that subscribed to TV service (n=59) were asked how satisfied they were with their service
provider. Fifty-nine percent (59%) of respondents were satisfied (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5) with their TV
service provider. See Figure 13, below.
Figure 13

How satisfied are you with your current TV service provider...?

(5) Very Satisfied

31%

(4)

29%

(3)

(2)

(1) Very Dissatisfied

2017 Mean = 3.66 out of 5

25%

7%

9%

0%
20%
Base: Businesses that subscribe to TV services
n=59

40%

60%

80%

100%
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Business Phone (Landline) Via the Internet VoIP Services

Businesses that subscribed to business phone via the internet (Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP)
(n=30) most commonly indicated that Telus was their service provider (43%), followed by Shaw (27%). See
Figure 14, below.
Figure 14

VoIP Business Phone Service Provider
Telus

43%

Shaw

27%

Bell

3%

CCI Wireless

3%

RingCentral

3%

Ooma

3%

Versature

3%

Arrow Technology Group

3%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: Businesses that subscribe to business phone (landline) VoIP services
n=30
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When asked to specify their contract length for VoIP business phone services, businesses who subscribed
to this service (n=30) most often (40%) specified that their service did not have a contract. Eleven percent
(17%) of respondents had an annual term, and 17% had a 3-year term. See Figure 15, below.
Figure 15

VoIP Business Phone Service Contract Length

No contract

40%

Annual (i.e., renew on a
yearly basis)

17%

2-year term

3%

3-year term

17%

Don't Know/Not Stated

23%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: Businesses that subscribe to home phone (landline) VoIP services
n=30
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For VoIP business phone services, respondents (n=30) most commonly paid $1 to $99 (37%) per month,
followed by 13% who pay $100 to $499. The mean cost of VoIP business phone services was
$431.20/month7. It is important to note that 43% of respondents did not provide their monthly cost. See
Figure 16, below.
Figure 16

Monthly Cost of VoIP Business Phone Service

$500 or more

7%

$100 to $499

13%

2017 Mean = $431.20/month
$1 to $99

37%

Don't Know/Not Stated

43%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Base: Businesses who subscribe to business phone (landline) VoIP services
n=30

7

Average cost may be skewed upwards, median cost was $50.00/month.
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When asked if they had invested in additional infrastructure for their VoIP home phone service, nearly
half (43%) of businesses who subscribe to the service (n=30) reported that they have invested in additional
infrastructure.
Figure 17

Have you invested in additional infrastructure for your VoIP business
phone service?
100%

80%

60%

53%
43%

40%

20%
3%
0%
Yes
No
Don't Know/Not Stated
Base: Businesses that subscribe to business phone (landline) VoIP services
n=30
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For businesses that invested in additional infrastructure for their VoIP business phone services (n=13),
respondents most commonly spent $1,000 to $1,499 (n=2), $1,500 to $1,999 (n=2) or $2,000 to $2,999
(n=2). See Figure 18, below.
Figure 18

Cost of Additional Infrastructure for VoIP Business Phone Service

n=7

$1,000 or more

n=2

Less than $1,000

2017 Mean = $2000.00

Don't Know/Not
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*Use caution interpreting results when n<30
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Nearly two-thirds (60%) of VoIP business phone service subscribers (n=30) were satisfied (ratings of 4 or
5 out of 5) with their service provider. See Figure 19, below.
Figure 19

How satisfied are you with your current VoIP business phone service
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Traditional Business Phone (Hardline) Services

The majority of traditional business phone (hardline) service subscribers reported that their service is
provided by Telus (85%). See Figure 20, below.
Figure 20

Traditional Business Phone Service Provider
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Nearly three-quarters (71%) of traditional business phone subscribers (n=139) did not have a contract
with their service provider. See Figure 21, below.
Figure 21

Traditional Business Phone Service Contract Length
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Businesses that subscribed to traditional business phone services (n=139) most commonly paid $100 to
$199 (18%) for their traditional business phone (hardline) services. On average, respondents paid
$178.00/month for their service. See Figure 22, below.
Figure 22

Monthly Cost of Traditional Business Phone Services
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The vast majority (89%) of businesses that subscribe to traditional business phone services (n=139) have
not invested in additional infrastructure for their service. See Figure 23, below.
Figure 23

Have you invested in additional infrastructure for your traditional home
phone service?
100%

89%

80%
60%
40%
20%

12%
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Base: Respondents who subscribe to traditional business phone services
n=139

Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses located in the southwest quadrant (18%) of Clearwater County were significantly more likely
to have invested in additional infrastructure for their traditional business phone service than those located
in the northeast quadrant (3%).
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Traditional business phone service subscribers that invested in additional infrastructure (n=16) most
commonly spent $500 to $599 (n=5) in additional infrastructure for their traditional business phone
services. See Figure 24, below.
Figure 24

Cost of Additional Infrastructure for Traditional Business Phone Services
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Businesses that subscribed to traditional business phone services (n=139) were then asked how satisfied
they were with their current service provider. Nearly three-quarters (71%) of respondents were satisfied
(ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5), 24% were neutral (ratings of 3 out of 5), and only 5% were dissatisfied (ratings
of 1 or 2 out of 5) with their traditional business phone service provider. Respondents provided an average
rating of 4.01 out of 5. See Figure 25, below.
Figure 25

How satisfied are you with your current traditional home phone service
provider...?
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Internet Services
4.6.1 Current Subscription

Next, internet service subscribers (n=162) were asked a variety of questions in regards to their current
internet subscription. First, respondents were asked who their internet service provider was. As shown in
Figure 26, below, one-third (33%) of respondents reported that Telus Smarthub/Aircards was their
internet service provider, followed by 18% who were with Shaw, 14% who were with Xplornet, and 12%
who were with CCI Wireless. Ten percent (10%) of respondents were with Harewaves. See Figure 26,
below.
Figure 26

Internet Service Provider
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to be subscribed to Telus Smarthub/Aircards included:
•
•

Businesses that had 1 to 9 employees (40%) versus businesses that had 10 to 39 employees (20%);
and
Businesses that are unlikely (49%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds
versus businesses that are likely (49%).

Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to be subscribed to Xplornet included:
•
•

Businesses that are not satisfied (20%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that are satisfied (7%); and
Businesses that are likely (25%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
businesses that are not likely (1%).

Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to be subscribed to Harewaves included:
•
•

Businesses located in the northeast quadrant (23%) of Clearwater County versus businesses located
in the northwest (2%) or southwest (8%) quadrant; and
Those who are likely (14%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
those who are not likely (4%).

Businesses that are satisfied (25%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) were significantly more
likely to be subscribed to Shaw than businesses that were not satisfied (11%).
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Over half (52%) of business internet subscribers (n=162) were not on contract, followed by 12% of
respondents who were on an annual or 2-year term (12%). See Figure 27, below.
Figure 27

Internet Service Contract Length
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses that were Headquarters/owner-operated (55%) or home based or small business (52%) were
significantly more likely to have a no contract service agreement than a branch office (27%) business.
Businesses that were likely (18%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds were
significantly more likely to have an annual service agreement than businesses that were not likely (6%) to
switch.
Businesses that had 10 to 39 employees (11%) were significantly more likely to have a 3-year term service
agreement than businesses that had 1 to 9 employees (2%).
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As shown in Figure 28, below, the average cost of internet for businesses internet service subscribers
(n=162) was $157.20/month. Businesses most commonly (28%) paid $50 to $99 per month for their
service, followed by 20% that paid $100 to $149.
Figure 28

Monthly Cost of Internet Services
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Over half (59%) of businesses that have an internet subscription (n=162) have invested in additional
infrastructure for their internet service. See Figure 29, below.
Figure 29

Have you invested in additional infrastructure for your internet service?
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Base: Businesses that subscribe to internet services
n=162

Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses that are likely (74%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds were
significantly more likely to have invested in additional infrastructure for internet services versus businesses
that are not likely (42%) to switch.
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Businesses that have invested in additional infrastructure for their internet service (n=96) were then asked
how much they have invested for their internet service. On average, businesses spent $3,452.00 on
additional infrastructure. Respondents most commonly spent $3,000 to $4,999 in additional
infrastructure for their internet service. It is important to note that 21% of respondents did not know or
were unable to state how much they have spent in additional infrastructure. See Figure 30, below.
Figure 30
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Over three-quarters (78%) of businesses that subscribe to internet services (n=162) reported that they
use a mobile device to access the internet through a cellular network when travelling in the County. Sixtytwo percent (62%) of respondents did so when they were at their business, while 16% do not access the
internet through a cellular network. See Figure 31, below.
Figure 31

Cellular Network Usage
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses located in the northeast quadrant (87%) of Clearwater County were significantly more likely to
access the internet through a cellular network when travelling in the County than businesses located in
the southwest quadrant (69%).
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When business internet subscribers (n=162) were asked about their current internet speed level, 18% of
businesses had 3 to 5 Mbps, followed by 17% that 16 Mbps or greater. It is important to note that 48% of
respondents were unable to identify their current internet speed. See Figure 32, below.
Figure 32

Internet Speed Levels
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to have an internet speed of 3 to 5 Mbps included:
•
•
•
•

Businesses located in the northeast quadrant (23%) of Clearwater County versus businesses located
in the southwest quadrant (8%);
Businesses that have operated in Clearwater County for 10 years or less (29%) versus businesses
that have operated for 11 years or more (14%);
Businesses that are not satisfied (26%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that are satisfied (10%); and
Businesses that are likely (26%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
businesses that are not likely (10%).
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Next, business internet subscribers (n=162) were asked how satisfied they were with their current internet
speeds. Over one-third (38%) of respondents were satisfied (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5), while 28% were
neutral (ratings of 3 out of 5) and 35% were dissatisfied (ratings of 1 or 2 out of 5). Average satisfaction
ratings were 3.07 out of 5. See Figure 33, below.
Figure 33

How satisfied are you with your current internet speeds?
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to have been satisfied with their current internet speeds
included:
•
•

Businesses that are satisfied (72%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that are not satisfied (4%);
Businesses that are not likely (64%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds
were significantly more likely to be satisfied with their current internet speeds than businesses that
are likely (17%) to switch.
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When asked if they were satisfied with their current internet service provider (ISP), half (50%) of business
internet subscribers (n=162) were satisfied (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5) with their ISP. Twenty-five percent
(25%) of respondents were neutral (ratings of 3 out of 5), and 25% were dissatisfied (ratings of 1 or 2 out
of 5). Respondents provided an average satisfaction rating of 3.40 out of 5. See Figure 34, below.
Figure 34
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses that are not likely (75%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds were
significantly more likely to be satisfied with their current internet service provider than businesses that are
likely (29%) to switch.
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4.6.2 Internet Services Providers
In this section, businesses were asked questions about internet service providers in Clearwater County.
When asked about their awareness, over three-quarters of business internet subscribers (n=162) were
aware of all five (5) of the ISPs that were inquired about:
•

Xplornet (95% were aware);

•

Bell (91%);

•

Telus Smarthub/Aircards (88%);

•

Harewaves (82%); and

•

CCI Wireless (79%).

See Figure 35, below.
Figure 35

Awareness of Internet Service Providers*
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As shown in Figure 36, below, nearly half (44%) of business internet subscribers (n=162) have tried another
ISP.
Figure 36

Have you tried any of the other service providers?
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Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses that are headquarters/owner-operated (54%) were significantly more likely to have tried
another service provider than a branch office (23%) business.
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Business internet subscribers that have tried a different ISP (n=72) were asked to identify which ISP they
have tried previously. At least one quarter of respondents have tried the following service providers:
•

Telus Smarthub/Aircards (47%);

•

Xplornet (35%);

•

Harewaves (29%); and

•

CCI Wireless (26%).

See Figure 37, below.
Figure 37

Which other service providers have you tried?
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Other responses included:
•

Shaw (3%);

•

Platinum Communications (3%);

•

RMS Plus (1%);

•

Lightlink (1%); and

•

Primus (1%).
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As shown in Figure 38, below, when asked if they have switched any of their internet services to a different
provider in the past five years, 29% of business internet subscribers (n=162) have switched their internet
services to a different provider.
Figure 38

In the past five (5) years, have you switched any of your existing internet
services to a different provider?
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When asked to specify their reason for changing ISPs, respondents who have changed internet service
providers in the past five years (n=47) most often (23%) changed due to slow and/or poor internet speeds,
followed by internet services being too costly (21%), while 17% of respondents changed due to poor
service. See Table 3, below.
Table 3

Why did you change internet service providers?
Base: Businesses that subscribe to internet services and have changed
internet providers in the past 5 years

Percent of Respondents
(n=47)

Slow/poor internet speed
Too costly/expensive
Poor/bad service (unspecified)
Internet connectivity related issues/internet frequently down/unreliable
I was offered a better deal (in general)
Service was out of range/not available in my area
Poor staff/customer service (in general)
Poor/lack of unlimited data usage plans
Was not compatible with my system/device
I moved/relocated
Lack of service options/packages
Was a mandatory change (in general)
Don’t Know/Not Stated

23
21
17
11
9
9
4
4
4
2
2
2
11
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Likelihood of Subscribing to Services
4.7.1 Optimum Price Point Analysis

Optimum price point (OPP) is based on the theory that at some point a price becomes so low that the
customer considers the quality of the product or service suspect or that it becomes so expensive that they
cannot afford it, regardless of the quality. Somewhere between these two differences lies the range of
acceptable prices and the optimum price point. For the purpose of this study, the optimum price point
has been calculated based on the pricing per month for a higher speed internet service, where an equal
number of businesses considered their likelihood of subscribing or changing to the higher speed
internet service where an equal number of respondents considered either “likely” (i.e., likely to switch
to or subscribe to a higher speed internet service) or “unlikely” (i.e., unlikely to switch to or subscribe to
a higher speed internet service).
To define the optimum price (monthly cost) point for each of the monthly costs being assessed,
respondents were asked to rate the likelihood a monthly cost increase would have on their businesses
decision to switch to a higher speed internet service. Clearwater County identified three different
potential monthly cost increases. Respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which they felt the
monthly cost increase would impact their businesses decision, using a scale of 1 to 4, 1 being “very
unlikely” and 4 being “very likely.” For the purpose of the graphical depiction of the data, responses of 1
to 2 (“unlikely”) and 3 to 4 (“likely”) were combined. The sample of respondents was randomly divided
into three equal sub-samples ranging from n=53 to n=63 each. Respondents within each sub-sample were
presented with only one possible price point being investigated. “Don’t Know/Not Stated” responses were
excluded from the graphical depiction of the data.
To identify the optimum price points, linear trend lines were formulated from the lines connecting the
“likely to switch” and the “not likely to switch” price points. Where the trend lines cross indicates the
optimum price points.
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All respondents were presented with a $10/month (n=54), $20/month (n=53) or a $30/month (n=63)
increase in cost to achieve higher internet speeds.
As illustrated in Figure 39, 59% were likely to switch for an additional cost of $10/month, while 53% were
likely to switch for an additional $20/month, and 48% were likely to switch for an additional $30/month.
Based on an equal proportion of respondents, who were either “likely” or “unlikely” to subscribe to or
switch from their current service provider to achieve higher internet speeds, the optimum price (monthly
cost) point for higher internet speeds was determined to be approximately $27.89 more per month.
Figure 39
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Next, using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 meant “not at all likely” and 5 meant “very likely”, respondents were
then asked how likely they would be to subscribe to or switch from their current service provider to
achieve faster internet speeds, overall. Fifty-two percent (52%) of respondents were likely (ratings of 4 or
5 out of 5) to subscribe to or switch to a service provider to achieve faster internet speeds. See Figure 40,
below.
Figure 40
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All three (n=3) businesses that reported “it depends” specified that it depends on cost.
Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to subscribe or switch from their current service provider
to achieve faster internet included:
•
•

Businesses that had 10 to 39 employees (62%) versus businesses that had 1 to 9 employees (45%);
and
Businesses that are not satisfied (74%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus those
that are satisfied (31%).
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Businesses that were unlikely (ratings of 1 to 3 out of 5) to subscribe to internet services with faster
internet speeds (n=74) most commonly indicated that they are satisfied with their current internet service
provider (51%). See Table 4, below.
Table 4

Why wouldn’t you be likely to subscribe to internet services with faster internet speeds
Base: Businesses that were unlikely (1 to 3 out of 5) to subscribe to or switch from
their current service provider to achieve faster internet speeds
I am satisfied with my current internet service provider
I do not need/am not interested in this service (in general)
Too costly/expensive/not affordable
Depends on what is offered/need more information/do not know enough about this
Service reliability/consistency related concerns
I do not want to be bound to a contract
County should not get involved in managing this kind of project (in general)
I am contractually bound to stay with my current service provider
I am unable to receive internet services/connectivity in my area
I am moving/relocating
Internet service provider is chosen by someone else (in general)
Don’t know/Not stated

Percent of
Respondents*
(n=74)
51
15
14
7
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

*Multiple responses
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When asked if they thought there were any potential benefits to the County pursuing an enhanced
broadband network, 79% of businesses reported that there would be benefits. When asked to specify
these benefits, respondents who reported that there would be benefits (n=134) most often cited that
access to faster and/or better internet, TV, or phone services (40%) would be beneficial. See Table 5,
below.
Table 5

What do you think are the potential benefits of the County pursuing an enhanced broadband
network?
Base: Businesses that thought there are potential benefits of the County pursuing an
enhanced broadband network
Access to faster/better/more reliable internet/TV/phone services
Access to internet/broadband services in/throughout the County (in general)
Will benefit/help local businesses/services/business owners
Will attract more businesses/commercial development
Affordable service fees/charges/rates
Is a needed/required/essential service (in general)
Is a good County revenue source
Educational/school related benefits
Will improve quality of life (in general)
Is a good plan/idea (in general)

Percent of
Respondents
(n=134)
40
25
18
10
6
5
2
2
2
1

*Multiple response

Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Respondent subgroups significantly more likely to think there are potential benefits to the County pursuing
an enhanced broadband network included:
•
•

Businesses that are not satisfied (93%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that are satisfied (67%);
Businesses that are likely (91%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
businesses that are not likely (66%).
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When asked if there were any potential drawbacks and/or risks for the County in pursuing an enhanced
broadband network, over half (51%) of businesses reported that there are drawbacks to the County
pursing an enhanced broadband network. When asked to specify the drawbacks, respondents who
thought there would be potential drawbacks and/or risks (n=88) most often cited that cost and/or tax
increases was a concern (66%). See Table 6, below.
Table 6

What do you think are the potential drawbacks and/or risks of the County pursuing an enhanced
broadband network?
Base: Businesses that thought there are potential drawbacks of the County pursuing
an enhanced broadband network
Cost/tax increase related concerns
Lack of demand/subscribers/not enough revenue generated/not meeting targets
Services provided may not be better/faster/more reliable
Installation of network may be delayed/could take a long time
County should not get involved in managing this kind of project (in general)
Technology is frequently changing/advancing (in general)
Service will be poorly managed/administered by County/lack of experienced staff
Service fees/charges too costly/expensive
Revenue generated will be wasted/misallocated/poorly spent by County
Lack of service provider competition/options/choices
Privacy/security/confidentiality related concerns

Percent of
Respondents
(n=88)
66
15
7
5
3
3
3
1
1
1
1

*Multiple response
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Next, businesses were given a variety of statements regarding a potential enhanced broadband service in
the County. Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 meant “strongly disagree” and 5 meant “strongly agree”,
respondents were asked to rate their agreement level with each of the statements. Over three-quarters
of businesses agreed (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5) with the following statements:
•

There is a need in the County for improved internet services (80%);

•

Better mobility services will improve the quality of life in the County (77%);

•

Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential residents
(77%); and

•

Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential businesses
(76%).

See Figure 41, below. Table 7, on the following page, offers a detailed breakdown of results.
Figure 41

How strongly do you agree that...*
There is a need in the
County for improved
internet services

80%

Better mobility services will
improve the quality of life in
the County

77%

Enhanced broadband
infrastructure will make the
County more attractive to
potential residents
Enhanced broadband
infrastructure will make the
County more attractive to
potential businesses

77%

76%

Better internet will improve
the overall quality of life in
the County

64%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

*Percent of businesses that agreed (ratings of 4 or 5 out of 5) with each statement
n=170
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Table 7

How strongly do you agree with the following statements?
Percent of Businesses
(n=170)

There is a need in the County for improved
internet services
Better mobility services will improve the quality of life
In the County
Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the
County more attractive to potential businesses
Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the
County more attractive to potential residents
Better internet will improve the overall quality of life in
the County

Strongly
Disagree
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Strongly
Agree
(5)

Not
Applicable

Don’t
Know/Not
Stated

Mean
(out of 5)

5

4

8

14

66

-

3

4.36

3

3

14

20

57

1

3

4.30

4

4

15

17

59

1

1

4.25

5

4

12

19

57

1

2

4.23

5

8

21

17

47

1

1

3.94

Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses that are not satisfied with their current internet service provider were significantly more likely to agree with the following statements:
•
•
•
•

“There is a need in the County for improved internet services (93%, versus 69% that were satisfied);
“Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential residents” (86%, versus 68% that were satisfied);
“Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential businesses” (88%, versus 65% that were satisfied);
and
“Better internet will improve the overall quality of life in the County” (79%, versus 48% that were satisfied).
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Businesses that are likely to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds were significantly
more likely to agree with the following statements:
•
•
•
•

“There is a need in the County for improved internet services (93%, versus 65% that are not likely);
“Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential residents”
(90%, versus 60% that are not likely);
“Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential businesses”
(84%, versus 95% that are not likely); and
Better internet will improve the overall quality of life in the County” (77%, versus 50% that were
satisfied).

Businesses located in the northwest quadrant of Clearwater County were significantly more likely to have
agreed with the following statements:
•
•

“Better internet will improve the overall quality of life in the County” (76%, versus 55% that are
located in the northeast quadrant); and
“Better mobility services will improve the quality of life in the County” (88%, versus 70% that are
located in the northeast quadrant).

Businesses that have been operating in Clearwater County for 10 years or less (90%) were significantly
more likely to have agreed with the statement “better mobility services will improve the quality of life in
the County” than businesses that have been operating for 11 or more years (71%).
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Next, businesses were asked to rate their support with a variety of statements regarding the County
pursuing an enhanced broadband infrastructure. At least two-thirds of businesses either somewhat or
strongly supported the following:
•

Partnering with existing private companies to pursue an enhanced broadband infrastructure (P3
model) (78%);

•

Investing money into internet or mobility infrastructure to support service enhancements (77%);

•

Providing tax incentives for private industry, to encourage further development of broadband
infrastructure (72%);

•

Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance cellular/mobility services (67%);
and

•

Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance internet services (66%);

See Figure 42, below. Table 8, on the following page, offers a detailed breakdown of results.
Figure 42

How strongly would you support or oppose...?*
Partnering with existing private companies to
pursue an enhanced broadband
infrastructure (P3 model)

78%

Investing money into internet or mobility
infrastructure to support service
enhancements

77%

Providing tax incentives for private industry,
to encourage further development of
broadband infrastructure

72%

Providing funding to private sector for
infrastructure to enhance cellular/mobility
services

67%

Providing funding to private sector for
infrastructure to enhanced internet services

66%

Creating its own municipal broadband
infrastructure to compete with existing
providers

59%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

*Percent of businesses that somewhat or strongly support each statement
n=170
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Table 8

How strongly do you support or oppose…?

Strongly
Oppose
Providing tax incentives for private industry, to encourage further
development of broadband infrastructure
Partnering with existing private companies to pursue an enhanced
broadband infrastructure (P3 model)
Creating its own municipal broadband infrastructure to compete with
existing providers
Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhanced
internet services
Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance
cellular/mobility services
Investing money into internet or mobility infrastructure to support
service enhancements

Percent of Respondents
(n=170)
Somewhat Somewhat
Strongly
Oppose
support
Support

Don’t Know/
Not Stated

8

15

39

33

4

8

8

37

41

6

18

19

32

28

4

15

16

36

30

3

14

16

29

38

4

9

12

34

44

2

Selected Sub-Segment Findings
Businesses located in the northwest quadrant (82%) of Clearwater Country were significantly more likely to support the County providing tax
incentives for private industry, to encourage further development of broadband infrastructure than those located in the northeast quadrant
(63%).
Respondent subgroups that were significantly more likely to support the County partnering with existing private companies to pursue an
enhanced broadband infrastructure (P3 model) included:
•
•

Businesses that were not satisfied (88%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus businesses that were satisfied (69%); and
Businesses that are likely (90%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus those that are not likely (65%).
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Respondent subgroups that were significantly more likely to support the County creating its own
municipal broadband infrastructure to compete with existing providers included:
•
•
•

Businesses located in the southwest quadrant (66%) of Clearwater County versus businesses
located in the northeast quadrant (43%).
Businesses that were not satisfied (70%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that were satisfied (47%); and
Businesses that are likely (73%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
those that are not likely (43%).

Businesses located in the northwest quadrant of Clearwater County were significantly more likely to
support the County providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance internet services
included:
•
•
•

Businesses located in the southwest quadrant (77%) of Clearwater County versus businesses
located in the northeast quadrant (53%).
Businesses that were not satisfied (80%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that were satisfied (52%); and
Businesses that are likely (78%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
those that are not likely (49%).

Businesses located in the northwest quadrant of Clearwater County were significantly more likely to
support the County providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance cellular/mobility
services included:
•
•

Businesses that were not satisfied (77%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that were satisfied (57%); and
Businesses that are likely (80%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
those that are not likely (50%).

Businesses located in the northwest quadrant of Clearwater County were significantly more likely to
support the County investing money into internet or mobility infrastructure to support service
enhancements included:
•
•
•

Businesses located in the southwest (86%) or northwest (82%) quadrant of Clearwater County
versus businesses located in the northeast quadrant (63%).
Businesses that were not satisfied (89%) with their current internet service provider (ISP) versus
businesses that were satisfied (64%); and
Businesses that are likely (90%) to switch service providers to achieve faster internet speeds versus
those that are not likely (62%).
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Those who supported the County investing in capital infrastructure for internet or mobility service
enhancements (n=131) were asked to specify why they supported it. Most commonly, respondents
supported it because it is a need and/or essential service (in general) (23%). See Table 9, below.
Table 9

Why do you support the County investing in capital infrastructure for internet or mobility service
enhancements?
Base: Businesses that support the County investing in capital infrastructure
for internet or mobility service enhancements
Is a needed/required/essential service (in general)
Access to internet/mobility services in/throughout the County (in general)
Will benefit/help local businesses/services/business owners
Access to faster/better/more reliable internet/mobility services/speed
Will attract more businesses/commercial development
Will be good for County/future of County/County growth (in general)
Is a good revenue source/good for local economy/money is put into County
Will create more local job/employment opportunities
Lower cost/will save money/cost less
Don’t Know/Not Stated

Percent of
Respondents*
(n=131)
23
19
12
11
11
8
7
2
1
11

*Multiple responses
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Similarly, those who opposed the County investing in capital infrastructure for internet or mobility service
enhancements (n=35) were asked to specify why they opposed it. Most commonly, respondents reported
that there were cost and/or tax increase related concerns (31%). See Table 10, below.
Table 10

Why do you oppose the County investing in capital infrastructure for internet or mobility service
enhancements?
Base: Businesses that oppose the County investing in capital infrastructure
for internet or mobility service enhancements
Cost/tax increase related concerns
County should not get involved in managing this kind of project (in general)
There are existing service providers available to County residents
There are more important projects/priorities/issues for County to
focus/spend cost/tax funds on
Lack of demand/subscribers/not enough revenue generated/not meeting
targets
Service will be poorly managed/administered by County/lack of experienced
staff
Technology is frequently changing/advancing (in general)
Revenue generated will be wasted/misallocated/poorly spent by County
Don’t Know/Not Stated

Percent of
Respondents*
(n=35)
31
23
17
17
6
6
3
3
3

*Multiple responses
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Final Comments

Finally, businesses were asked if they had any final comments, or anything else they would like to add
regarding the survey. Seventy-seven percent (75%) did not provide additional comments, while 25%
provided comments.
Those who provided final comments (n=143) mentioned that it is a good idea and/or they support the
County pursuing an enhanced broadband network (42%), followed by 28% that are concerned about the
cost of the project and/or tax increases. See Table 11, below, for a detailed list of responses.
Table 11

Do you have any final comments or anything else you would like to add regarding the topics in this
survey?
Base: Respondents who provided final comments
Is a good idea/I support the County pursuing enhanced broadband
network (in general)
I am concerned about cost of project/tax increases
Need access to faster/better/more reliable internet services/speeds
Need more information/increase public awareness of project details
County should not get involved in managing this kind of project (in
general)
Need to ensure that project is properly managed/have experienced staff
I am against/do not support the County pursuing enhanced broadband
network (in general)
There are more important projects/priorities/issues for County to focus on
Ensure that service fees/charges/rates are competitive/affordable

Percent of
Respondents*
(n=43)
42
28
12
7
5
5
2
2
2

*Multiple responses
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Broadband Demand Survey (Business)
Telephone Introduction [ALL TELEPHONE RECORDS]
Hello, my name is [INSERT INTERVIEWER NAME]. I am calling from Banister Research, a professional
market research firm. Banister Research has been contracted by Clearwater County to conduct research
with residents and businesses in the County regarding the current landscape of broadband services in
Clearwater County. The survey results will help Council make informed decisions on Clearwater County’s
role in support of enhancing internet for businesses in the County.
I would like to assure you that we are not selling or promoting anything and that all your responses will
be kept completely anonymous and reported in aggregate.
A. To confirm, is your business or organization located within Clearwater County? Please note this
refers to the physical location of your business, and not the mailing address (e.g., if you pick up
your mail at a P.O. Box). [MANDATORY]
1. Yes  CONTINUE
2. No  THANK AND TERMINATE
B.

Does this business operate North or South of Highway 11?
1. North
2. South
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated [TERMINATE]

C. Does this business operate east or west of Highway 22?
1. East
2. West
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated [TERMINATE]
D. How many locations do you own or operate in Clearwater County?
1. ____ # of locations
E. Please select the role which bests describes your primary role within your company or place of
employment.
1. Business Owner
[GO TO H]
2. CEO/President/VP [GO TO H]
3. Primary Manager [GO TO H]
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sales
Office Administrator
Human Resources
Employee/Frontline Staff
Finance and/or Accounting
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9. Other; Specify ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
F. [SKIP IF QE=1,2,3] Please note that the intent of this survey is to discuss topics regarding the current
landscape of broadband services in Clearwater County. Would the owner, CEO, president, Vice
President, or individual most qualified to discuss decisions regarding broadband services be
available to complete this survey?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t Know/Not Stated
G. [SKIP IF QF=2/NO] Could I please collect the name and contact information for this individual and
we will contact them about participating in the survey
1. Name: __________
2. Title: ___________
3. Phone Number: __________
H. Are you comfortable answering questions regarding the current landscape of broadband services in
Clearwater County on behalf of your business location?
1. Yes  CONTINUE
2. No  THANK AND TERMINATE
I.

Just to confirm, does your business operate out of Clearwater County?
1. Yes  CONTINUE
2. No  THANK AND TERMINATE

J.

This interview will take about 15 minutes, depending on your responses. Is this a convenient time
for us to talk, or should we call you back?
1. Convenient time  CONTINUE
2. Not convenient time  ARRANGE CALL-BACK OR THANK AND TERMINATE IF
REFUSAL

[Interviewer Note: Refer any respondent concerns about the interview to Christine Heggart, at
cheggart@clearwatercounty.ca or (403) 845-4444, at Clearwater County.]
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Section 1: Business Characteristics
1) How many years has this business location operated in Clearwater County?
1. ____ Years
2) How many employees work at this business location?
1. 1 to 9 employees
2. 10 to 39 employees
3. 40 to 69 employees
4. 70 to 99 employees
5. 100 to 250 employees
6. More than 250 employees
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
3) Is this business a…[READ LIST]
1. Yes
2. No
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Franchise
Headquarters/Owner-operated
Branch Office (head office elsewhere)
Farm based
Home based or small business
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4) In what industry or sector does your business operate? [SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Accommodation and Food Services
Administration and Support, Waste Management, and Remediation Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Hunting
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Construction
Education Services
Finance and Insurance
Health Care and Social Assistance
Information and Cultural Industries
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Manufacturing
Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Public Administration
Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Other Services (except public administration)
Other; Specify _____________

Section 2: Types of Services Subscribed To
5) Do you subscribe to any of the following services at your business/businesses?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Not Applicable/Don’t make subscription decisions for this address
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
a) Internet
b) TV (cable or satellite)
c) Business phone (landline) via the Internet (Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP) [Interviewer
Note: Voice over Internet Protocol refers to phone service delivered through your internet
connection instead of from your local phone company.]
d) Business phone (landline) not via the internet
Section 3: TV (Cable or Satellite) [ASK IF Q5B=1/YES]
Now, we are going to talk about your TV (cable or satellite) service.
6) Who is your service provider for TV (cable or satellite)? [PRE-CODE – DO NOT READ LIST]
1. Telus
2. Bell
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3. CCI Wireless
4. Internet-based TV only [IF Q6=4, SKIP TO NEXT SECTION]
5. Other TV provider, please specify _________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

7) Is your current service agreement for TV (cable or satellite)…?
1. No contract
2. Annual (i.e., renew on a yearly basis)
3. 2-year term
4. 3-year term
5. Other; specify: __________________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

8) How much do you pay, monthly, for your current TV (cable or satellite) service, not including any
additional infrastructure that would have been purchased for this service? [Please answer “0” if you
don’t know how much you pay for the service]
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
9) Have you invested in additional infrastructure, such as cellular phone boosters, radio towers,
satellite dishes, or other technology on your business property for your TV (cable or satellite) service?
i.
ii.
iii.

Yes
No
Don’t Know/Not Stated

10) [SKIP if Q9=2/NO] Approximately how much have you invested in additional infrastructure for
TV?
1. $ ________ (round to nearest dollar)
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
11) Overall, how satisfied are you with your current TV (cable or satellite) service provider? Use a
scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means “very dissatisfied” and 5 means “very satisfied.”
1. Very dissatisfied
2.
3.
4.
5. Very satisfied
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
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Section 4: Business Phone (Landline) Via the Internet (VoIP) [ASK IF Q5C=1/YES]
Now, we are going to talk about your business phone (landline) via the Internet (VoIP) service.
12) Who is your service provider for business phone (landline) via the Internet (Voice over Internet
Protocol, or VoIP)? [PRE-CODE – DO NOT READ LIST]
1. Bell
2. Telus
3. Other VoIP Provider, please specify _________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
13) Is your current service agreement for business phone (landline) via the Internet (Voice over
Internet Protocol, or VoIP)…?
1. No contract
2. Annual (i.e., renew on a yearly basis)
3. 2-year term
4. 3-year term
5. Other; specify: __________________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
14) How much do you pay, monthly, for your current business phone (landline) via the Internet
(Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP service, not including any additional infrastructure that would
have been purchased for this service? [Please answer “0” if you don’t know how much you pay for the
service]
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
15) Have you invested in additional infrastructure, such as cellular phone boosters, radio towers,
satellite dishes, or other technology on your business property for your business phone (landline) via
the Internet (Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP) service?
i.
ii.
iii.

Yes
No
Don’t Know/Not Stated

16) [SKIP IF Q15=2/NO] Approximately how much have you invested in additional infrastructure for
your business phone (landline) via the internet (Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP) service?
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
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17) Overall, how satisfied are you with your current business phone (landline) via the Internet
(Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP service provider? Use a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means “very
dissatisfied” and 5 means “very satisfied.”
1. Very dissatisfied
2.
3.
4.
5. Very satisfied
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
Section 5: Traditional Business Phone (hardline) [ASK IF Q5D=1/YES]
Now, we are going to talk about your traditional business phone (hardline).
18) Who is your service provider for business phone (landline) not via the Internet? [PRE-CODE –
DO NOT READ LIST]
1. Bell
2. Telus
3. Other landline (not via internet) Provider, please specify _________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
19)

Is your current service agreement for traditional business phone (hardline)…?
1. No contract
2. Annual (i.e., renew on a yearly basis)
3. 2-year term
4. 3-year term
5. Other; specify: __________________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

20) How much do you pay, monthly, for your current traditional business phone (hardline) service,
not including any additional infrastructure that would have been purchased for this service? [Please
answer “0” if you don’t know how much you pay for the service]
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
21) Have you invested in additional infrastructure, such as cellular phone boosters, radio towers,
satellite dishes, or other technology, on your business property for your traditional business phone
(hardline) service?
i.
ii.
iii.

Yes
No
Don’t Know/Not Stated
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22) [SKIP IF Q21=2/NO] Approximately how much have you invested in additional infrastructure for
your traditional business phone (hardline)?
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
23) Overall, how satisfied are you with your current traditional business phone (hardline) service
provider? Use a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means “very dissatisfied” and 5 means “very satisfied.”
1. Very dissatisfied
2.
3.
4.
5. Very satisfied
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
Section 6: Internet [ASK IF Q5A=1/YES]
Now, we are going to talk about your Internet service.
Current Usage
24) [ASK IF Q1A=1/YES] Who is your current service provider for Internet? [PRE-CODE – DO NOT
READ]
1. Telus Smarthub/Aircards
2. Bell
3. Xplornet
4. CCI Wireless
5. Harewave
6. Other Internet Service Provider, please specify _________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
25)

Is your current service agreement for Internet …?
1. No contract
2. Annual (i.e., renew on a yearly basis)
3. 2-year term
4. 3-year term
5. Other; specify: __________________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

26) How much do you pay, monthly, for your internet service, not including any additional
infrastructure that would have been purchased for this service? [Please answer “0” if you don’t know
how much you pay for the service]
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
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27) Have you invested in additional infrastructure, such as personal antennas, routers, boosters, etc.
on your business property for your internet service?
i.
ii.
iii.

Yes
No
Don’t Know/Not Stated

28) [SKIP OF Q27=2/NO] Approximately how much have you invested in additional infrastructure
for internet service?
1. $ ________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
29)

Do you use a mobile device to access the internet through a cellular network when…?
1. Yes
2. No
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

a) At your business
b) Travelling In the County
30)

What internet speed level do you currently subscribe to at your business property?
1. Under 3 Mbps [MEGABITS PER SECOND]
2. 3 to 5 Mbps
3. 6 to 10 Mbps
4. 11 to 15 Mbps
5. 16 Mbps or greater
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

31) How satisfied are you with your current internet speeds? Use a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means
“very dissatisfied” and 5 means “very satisfied.”
1. Very dissatisfied
2.
3.
4.
5. Very satisfied
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
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32) Overall, how satisfied are you with your current Internet service provider? Use a scale of 1 to 5,
where 1 means “very dissatisfied” and 5 means “very satisfied.”
1. Very dissatisfied
2.
3.
4.
5. Very satisfied
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
Internet Service Providers
33)

Prior to today, were you aware of the following service providers?
1. Yes
2. No
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
34)

Telus Smarthub/Aircards
Bell
Xplornet
CCI Wireless
Harewaves
Have you tried any of the other service providers?
1. Yes
2. No
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

35) [IF Q34=1/YES] Which other service providers have you tried? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE – PRECODE, DO NOT READ, EXCLUDE Q24 RESPONSE] [excluding current ISP]
1. Telus Smarthub/Aircards
2. Bell
3. Xplornet
4. CCI Wireless
5. Harewaves
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
36) [IFQ5A=1/YES SUBSCRIBES TO INTERNET] In the past five (5) years, have you switched any of
your existing internet services to a different provider?
1. Yes
2. No
37)

[IF Q36=1/YES] Why did you change internet service providers?

1. _________________________
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F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

Section 7: Likelihood to Use

38) How likely would you be willing to subscribe to, or switch from your current service provider to
achieve higher internet speeds if the cost was an additional [INSERT RANDOMIZED AMOUNT FROM AC]?
1. Very unlikely
2. Somewhat unlikely
3. Somewhat likely
4. Very likely
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
TEST RANDOMIZED AMOUNT WITH RESPONDENTS [OPTIMUM PRICE POINT MODEL – N=57 AT EACH
PRICE POINT]
a) $10/month
b) $20/month
c) $30/month
39) Overall, how likely would you be to subscribe, or switch from your current service provider, to
achieve faster internet speeds?
1. Not at all likely
2. …
3. …
4. …
5. Very likely
6. It depends; specify: ____________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
40) [ASK IF 1-3 IN Q39] Why wouldn’t you be likely to subscribe to internet services with faster
internet services?
1. ____________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
Section 8: Overall Support for Capital Investment in Broadband Development (Internet/Mobility)
Next, I would like to talk to you about your overall level of support for the County’s pursuit of an
enhanced broadband network.
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41) What do you think are the potential benefits of the County pursuing an enhanced broadband
network?
1. If any; ____________________
2. None/No Benefits
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated

42) What do you think are the potential drawbacks and/or risks of the County pursuing an enhanced
broadband network?
1. If any; ____________________
2. None/No Benefits
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
43) How strongly do you agree with the following statements? Use a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means
“strongly disagree” and 5 means “strongly agree.”
1. Strongly disagree
2.
3.
4.
5. Strongly agree
6. Not Applicable
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

There is a need in the County for improved internet services
Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential residents
Enhanced broadband infrastructure will make the County more attractive to potential businesses
Better internet will improve the overall quality of life in the County
Better mobility services will improve the quality of life in the County

44) Please think about how strongly you support or oppose each of the following. How strongly
would you support or oppose the County ... (RANDOMLY ROTATE A-E; ASK F LAST)
1. Strongly oppose
2. Somewhat oppose
3. Somewhat support
4. Strongly support
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
a) Providing tax incentives for private industry, to encourage further development of broadband
infrastructure
b) Partnering with existing private companies to pursue an enhanced broadband infrastructure (P3
model)
c) Creating its own municipal broadband infrastructure to compete with existing providers
d) Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance internet services
e) Providing funding to private sector for infrastructure to enhance cellular/mobility services
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f)
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Investing money into internet or mobility infrastructure to support service enhancements

45) [ASK IF Q44F=3-4/Support] Why do you support the County investing in capital infrastructure
for internet or mobility service enhancements?
1. _____________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
46) [ASK IF Q44F=1-2/Oppose] Why do you oppose the County investing in capital infrastructure
for internet or mobility service enhancements?
1. ____________________
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
Section 9: Final Comments

47) Do you have any final comments or other advice or concerns for the County with regards to
pursuing an enhanced broadband network?
1. ____________________
2. None/no additional comments
F5. Don’t Know/Not Stated
That concludes the survey. We thank you very much for your participation in our research.

